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1. Introduction. In the literature on elliptic curves, the great wealth
of explicit examples plays an important role in understanding many of the
intricacies of the field of arithmetic geometry. For curves of higher genus, the
catalog of explicit examples is only beginning to catch up with the general
theory. In this paper we consider a number of themes, such as rational
points, torsion points, and ramification points, and the interplay between
their geometric and arithmetic significance.

Our subject (the curve in the title) is a quotient of the twelfth Fermat
curve which we write as U12 +W 12 = V 12 in projective coordinates over Q.
If we let u = U/W and v = V/W then we get the affine curve u12 + 1 = v12

which admits a map of degree 12 to the curve y3 + 1 = x4, given by (x, y) =
(v3, u4). Let C be the projective completion of this curve. It is nonsingular
and hence is a nonhyperelliptic curve of genus 3. From the homogeneous
equation Y 3Z + Z4 = X4, we see that C has a single point on the line
Z = 0 which we call ∞ = (0 : 1 : 0). Away from ∞ we let x = X/Z and
y = Y/Z and denote (X : Y : Z) by (x, y). Let J be the Jacobian variety
of C, which we identify with Pic0(C), and let ζn be a primitive nth root of
unity. As a reference on Jacobian varieties see [Mi]. Our main results on J
are Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.7:

(1) J(Q(ζ12)) ∼= (Z/4Z)2 ⊕ (Z/3Z)5 and J(Q) ∼= Z/4Z⊕ (Z/3Z)2.

From the first result we are able to determine completely the set of
rational points on C over the field Q(ζ12). In addition, this set turns out to
be equal to two geometrically interesting finite sets of points on C. First, let
W be the set of Weierstrass points on C. This is the same as the set of flexes,
i.e. points where the tangent line meets the curve with order of contact 3
or 4. To define the second set, we let f : C → J be the Abel–Jacobi map
which sends P to the divisor class [P −∞]. Now let P be in T if f(P ) is a
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torsion point on J . Our main result on C is Corollary 4.6:

(2) C(Q(ζ12)) = W = T.

Along the way to proving the above results, we give, in Section 2, a
complete description of Aut(C), the automorphism group of C. This is used
in Section 3, together with a result of Coleman, to prove the second equality
in (2). The first equality in (2) follows directly from the second and the
finiteness of J(Q(ζ12)). We also use Aut(C) in Section 5 to find three maps
of degree 2 from C to genus 1 curves which induce an isogeny ψ : J → A
where A is the product of three CM elliptic curves. This isogeny is not used
in our computation of Mordell–Weil groups of J . In fact, our approach is to
perform a descent on J , using the endomorphism φ = 1−ζ3. We include the
isogeny ψ for those readers who are interested in comparing our methods
with those that rely more heavily on elliptic curves. If τ is an endomorphism
of J , we denote its kernel by J [τ ]. The kernel of ψ turns out to be a subgroup
of J [2]. For completeness, we give a description of J [2], including a basis,
using the bitangents of the curve C. The kernel of φ turns out to be a
subgroup of J [3]. As a biproduct of the descent procedure, we also produce
a basis for J [3] in Lemma 4.2.

As a simple corollary of (2), we see that the only rational points on C
are ∞, (0,−1), (1, 0), and (−1, 0). We also deduce, from the finiteness of
J(Q), facts concerning points of C in other number fields. In particular, we
show, in Section 4, that all solutions of the equation y3 +1 = x4 in quadratic
extensions of Q are in subextensions of Q(ζ12), and we list them. Then we
describe all solutions in fields of degree 3 over Q. In particular, we list six
such solutions, and show that all others arise from the intersection with C
of a rational line through one of the four rational points on C.

Finally, the result (2) above was inspired by the paper of Coleman [C2,
p. 205], where a similar result is stated for the Klein curve C ′ given by
the equation X3Y + Y 3Z + Z3X = 0. Let T (C ′) be the set of points on C ′

whose images under the Abel–Jacobi map, using some Weierstrass point as a
basepoint, are torsion. In addition, let W (C ′) be the set of Weierstrass points
of C ′. He shows that C ′(Q(ζ7)) = W (C ′) = T (C ′). In this case the set has 24
elements. Also, it follows from work of Faddeev on the fourth Fermat curve,
F4, with equation X4+Y 4 = Z4, that the set of 12 Weierstrass points W (F4)
is the same as F4(Q(ζ8)). Let T (F4) be the set of points on F4 whose images
under the Abel–Jacobi map are torsion when using a Weierstrass point as a
basepoint. In Section 6 we show that F4(Q(ζ8)) = W (F4) = T (F4). We are
not aware of any other quartics for which such a result is known. These three
curves have several properties in common: each is a quotient of a Fermat
curve, each has a rather large automorphism group and the Jacobian of each
is isogenous to the product of three CM elliptic curves.
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2. Preliminary results and notation. Here we mention some basic
facts on the geometry of C. We call P an ordinary flex if the tangent line
meets the curve at P with order of contact 3, and a hyperflex if the order of
contact is 4. For smooth plane quartics, it is well known that the ordinary
flexes are the Weierstrass points of weight 1 and the hyperflexes are the
Weierstrass points of weight 2 and no other weights are possible. For a
curve of genus g, the sum of the weights over all points in W is g3− g; so in
our case it is 24. In this paper we state our results in terms of Weierstrass
points, partly due to the fact that this seems most common in the literature.
However, throughout the text we often use the terminology of flexes since
it is less cumbersome. It is a general fact (see for instance [L, p. 736]), that
any automorphism of a curve of genus g ≥ 2 preserves the set of Weierstrass
points, and their respective weights.

In [V, p. 63], Vermeulen lists the possible automorphism groups of
smooth plane quartic curves. The three largest groups each occur for ex-
actly one curve, up to isomorphism over Q. These three curves are the Klein
curve, with 168 automorphisms, the fourth Fermat curve, with 96 automor-
phisms, and C, with 48 automorphisms. Vermeulen lists C as X4
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Any automorphism of a smooth plane quartic curve can be represented
by (X : Y : Z)t 7→M(X : Y : Z)t where M ∈ PGL(2) (see [H, p. 348]).

Proposition 2.1. The automorphism group of C has 48 elements and
they are represented by matrices of the following form in PGL(2) where we
denote solutions of x3 = 1 by α and αi and solutions of x4 = 1 by β:




1 0 0
0 αβ 0
0 0 β


 and



√

3
β 0 0
0 −α1α2 2α2

0 α1 1


 .

P r o o f. One verifies that each of these automorphisms of P2 preserves
C and from [V], C has exactly 48 automorphisms.
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Let Cd be the product of d copies of C and let C(d) = Sd\Cd be the
dth symmetric product variety of C where Sd is the symmetric group on
d objects. Since C has a rational point ∞, we can use this as a basepoint
for the Abel–Jacobi map f (d) : C(d) → Pic0(C) given by D 7→ [D − d∞]
where [ ] denotes linear equivalence. We identify C(d) with the set of effective
divisors of degree d on C.

We can give an explicit description of the Jacobian variety J via the
Abel–Jacobi map f (3) using ∞ as a basepoint. This is a good way to think
of J since f (3) is surjective. In fact, the map f (3) is almost injective as we
can see in the following proposition, which is a consequence of the Riemann–
Roch theorem.

Proposition 2.2. The dimension of the fiber of f (3) containing the di-
visor D = P1 +P2 +P3 is 0 unless D+Q = L.C for some line L and point
Q in which case it is 1.

In other words, the dimension is 1 if and only if ωC ≥ D for some
canonical divisor ωC . In this case, [D1] = [D2] in Pic3(C) means that there
are lines L1 and L2 through Q so that L1.C = D1 +Q and L2.C = D2 +Q.
In the case of dimension 0, there will be a single effective divisor of degree 3
representing the class. The group Pic3(C) is isomorphic to the group Pic0(C)
by [D] 7→ [D − 3∞].

Throughout this paper we denote solutions to the equations x3 = 1 and
x4 = 1 by α and β, respectively.

3. Torsion points on the image of C. We can embed C into J with the
Abel–Jacobi map f using∞ as a basepoint. In this section, we show that W ,
the set of Weierstrass points of C, is equal to T , the set of points whose
images under f are torsion. For simplicity we usually refer to Weierstrass
points of weight 1 as ordinary flexes and Weierstrass points of weight 2 as
hyperflexes. One can find the flexes on F (X,Y, Z) = Y 3Z+Z4−X4 = 0 by
setting the determinant of the Hessian matrix of F to 0. The determinant is
−108X2Y (Y 3 − 8Z3). On the line x = 0 are the four hyperflexes. The line
Z = 0 meets the curve at 4∞ and lines of the form y = −α meet the curve
at 4(0,−α).

So the ordinary flexes occur on the line y = 0 and at the points whose x-
and y-coordinates satisfy y3 = 8 and x4 = 9. Lines of the form x = β meet
the curve at 3(β, 0)+∞ and lines of the form βy−√3αx+αβ = 0 meet the
curve at 3(

√
3β, 2α)+(0,−α). Using Proposition 2.2, we see that [(β, 0)−∞]

has order 3; also [(0,−α) −∞] has order 4 and thus [(
√

3β, 2α) −∞] has
order 12.
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Note that the points whose x- and y-coordinates satisfy y3 = 8 and
x4 = 9 come in three sets of four, which are the intersection divisors with
lines of the form y = 2α. The other four ordinary flexes all lie on the line
y = 0. So the sixteen ordinary flexes come in four sets of four collinear
points. Consider a fixed set of collinear ordinary flexes. If we find the fourth
point of intersection with the curve of the tangent line at each ordinary flex
we get the same hyperflex. In addition the four hyperflexes are collinear.
The tangent lines to the hyperflexes all meet at the point (1 : 0 : 0), which
is not on the curve. Each line through a set of four collinear ordinary flexes
also passes through (1 : 0 : 0). This information is displayed in Figure 1
where the hyperflexes are large dots and the ordinary flexes are small dots.

Fig. 1

Let the points P and Q on C be equivalent if the divisor class [P − Q]
has finite order. An equivalence class is called a torsion packet . To see that
the 20 flexes of C form a torsion packet, we make use of the automorphism
group of C.

Coleman proves the following in [C1].

Theorem A. Let f : C ↪→ J be an Albanese morphism defined over a
number field K , of a smooth curve of genus g into its Jacobian. Suppose J
has potential complex multiplication. Let S denote the set of primes p of K
satisfying

(i) p does not divide 2 or 3,
(ii) K/Q is unramified at p,

(iii) C has ordinary reduction over K.
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Then the set T of torsion points of J defined over an algebraic closure of K
which lie on the image of C is defined over an extension of K unramified
above S. Moreover ,

#T ≤ pg
where p is the smallest prime of Q divisible by a prime in S.

We will see in Proposition 5.1 that J is isogenous, over Q(
√

3), to the
product of three CM elliptic curves; so J has potential complex multiplica-
tion. Since ∞ is defined over Q, f is also and it is an Albanese morphism.
Thus we can let K = Q. We also let p = p = 13, which is the smallest prime
at which J has ordinary good reduction.

We saw above that the images of all 20 flexes of C under f are tor-
sion. From the theorem above, the total number of torsion points on the
image of C is at most 39. Let us show that there are no other torsion
points on the image of C. There are 24 points on C that are not flexes and
are fixed by a nontrivial automorphism. These are the points of the form
(β 4
√
−9± 6

√
3, α(−1 ± √3)) where the two ± must agree. Each of those

points is fixed by exactly two automorphisms and there are 48 automor-
phisms. The image of∞ under any automorphism must also be a hyperflex.
So if there were another point on C whose image were torsion, then there
would be at least 48/2 = 24 new torsion points. But 20 + 24 > 39 so there
are no more and we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. W = T .

4. Rational points on y3 + 1 = x4 and its Jacobian. Recall that α
and β denote solutions of x3 = 1 and x4 = 1 respectively. From Section 3,
the 20 Weierstrass points of C are each defined over Q(ζ12). These are the
point ∞, and points of the form (0,−α), (β, 0) or (β

√
3, 2α). We will show

that there are no more points of C(Q(ζ12)). To do this, we first describe
J(Q(ζ12)).

Lemma 4.1. The divisor classes [(0,−1)−∞] and [(0,−ζ3)−∞] generate
a subgroup of J(Q(ζ12)) isomorphic to (Z/4Z)2.

P r o o f. We saw in Section 3 that each of these divisor classes has order 4.
From Proposition 2.2, their doubles are different. Thus these two divisor
classes generate a group isomorphic to (Z/4Z)2.

For simplicity, in the following discussion, and in the proofs in the re-
mainder of this section, we will denote the field Q(ζ12) by M . In addition,
we will let dimN denote the dimension of an F3 vector space N . Let us
describe a homomorphism on J(M) that will help us find a basis for J [3] in
the proof of Lemma 4.2 and also enable us to compute J(M) via a descent
in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
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Let σ be the automorphism of C given by (X : Y : Z) 7→ (X : ζ3Y : Z).
This automorphism of C induces an automorphism of J which we also denote
by σ. The Jacobian is generated by divisor classes of the form [P −∞]. If
P ∈ C \ ∞, then P + σP + σ2P +∞ is the intersection divisor of C with
the line x = x(P ). Thus the divisor P + σP + σ2P − 3∞ is principal. So
the induced endomorphism on the Jacobian given by 1 + σ + σ2 equals 0.
We refer to this automorphism of J as ζ3 instead of σ and let φ be the
endomorphism 1 − ζ3. We have φ2 = −3ζ3 in End(J). Since the dimension
of J is 3, dim J [3] = 6 and so dimJ [φ] = 3.

LetH1(M,J [φ]) denoteH1(Gal(M/M), J [φ]) and δ denote the cobound-
ary map from J(M) to H1(M,J [φ]). Then we have

J(M)/φJ(M)
δ
↪→ H1(M,J [φ]).

Let

L = M [T ]/(T 4 − 1) ∼= M ×M ×M ×M by T 7→ (−1, 1,−i, i).
From [KS, Thm. 5.3], the group H1(M,J [φ]) is isomorphic to the kernel of
the norm from L∗/L∗3 to M∗/M∗3. The composition of this isomorphism
and δ is difficult to work with. But there is another map that is identical to
this composition.

Let R =
∑
niRi be a degree 0 divisor of C, defined over M , whose

support does not contain ∞ or points with y-coordinate 0. We define the
map x − T from such divisors to L∗ by (x − T )(R) =

∏
(x(Ri) − T )ni .

The map x − T is well-defined from equivalence classes of such divisors to
L∗/L∗3 and every divisor class contains such a divisor (see [KS, Lemmas
5.5 and 5.6]). So x − T is a homomorphism on J(M). In fact, x − T is
the same as the composition of the isomorphism from H1(M,J [φ]) to the
kernel of the norm from L∗/L∗3 to M∗/M∗3 and the coboundary map from
J(M) to H1(M,J [φ]) (see [KS, Thm. 5.4]). So x − T is an injection from
J(M)/φJ(M) to L∗/L∗3.

We would like to describe a finite subgroup containing the image of
x−T . This will establish notation for the image of x−T and also be useful
in the descent. The set of bad primes of C over Q consists of the primes
2 and 3. Let K = Q(ζ3). There is one prime p of M over 2; it is inert in
K and ramifies in M . There is one prime q of M over 3; it ramifies in K
and then is inert up to M . Let S = {p, q}. The image of x − T is known
to be contained in the finite subgroup H1(M,J [φ];S) of H1(M,J [φ]) (see
[KS, Section 5.2]). Under the above isomorphism, the group H1(M,J [φ];S)
is isomorphic to the subgroup of L∗/L∗3 that is unramified outside the
primes over 2 and 3 and is in the kernel of the norm to M∗/M∗3. Let
us describe this group. From above, L∗/L∗3 ∼= (M∗/M∗3)4. Since M is a
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totally imaginary extension of the rationals, it has unit rank 1. We note
that i − ζ3 is a fundamental unit and (i − ζ3)2 = −iζ3(2 +

√
3) where

2 +
√

3 is a fundamental unit for the real quadratic subfield. The class
group of the field M is trivial. Thus the subgroup of M∗/M∗3 of elements
whose cube roots produce fields unramified over M outside of the primes
over 2 and 3 is 〈i − ζ3, ζ3, 1 + i,

√−3〉. We fix ζ3 = (−1 +
√−3)/2 and√

3 =
√−3 i. The group H1(M,J [φ];S) is isomorphic to the subgroup of

〈i−ζ3, ζ3, 1+ i,
√−3〉4 in (M∗/M∗3)4 of elements whose coordinate product

is a cube. We see dimH1(M,J [φ];S) = 12 as any coordinate is determined
by the other three. By abuse of notation, we refer to this subgroup of L∗/L∗3

and (M∗/M∗3)4 by H1(M,J [φ];S).

Lemma 4.2. A basis for J [3] is [(1, 0) −∞], [(−1, 0) −∞], [(i, 0) −∞],
[4(
√

3, 2)−4∞], [4(
√−3, 2)−4∞] and [( 4

√−3, 3
√−4)+(− 4

√−3, 3
√−4)−2∞].

The first five divisor classes form a basis for J(Q(ζ12))[3].

P r o o f. We start by showing that the first three divisor classes generate
the kernel of φ. From Proposition 2.2, the effective divisors of degree 3
supported on ∞ and points of the form (β, 0), represent 27 different divisor
classes in Pic3(C). Thus any three distinct divisor classes of the form [(β, 0)
−∞] are a basis for J [φ].

From Section 3, the divisor classes [4(
√

3, 2)−4∞] and [4(
√

3, 2ζ3)−4∞]
have order 3. To show that these two divisor classes are independent of the
elements in J [φ] and of each other, we will use the map x − T on J(M)[3]
(or rather its image in J(M)/φJ(M)). We have

J(M)[3]→ J(M)/φJ(M)
x−T
↪→ H1(M,J [φ];S).

All of the φ-torsion is rational over M . In the following table we show
the images of the elements of a basis for J [φ] under the map x − T in
H1(M,J [φ];S). Under the isomorphism of L∗/L∗3 and (M∗/M∗3)4, the map
x−T becomes the 4-tuple of functions (x+ 1, x−1, x+ i, x− i). Above each
coordinate is written x − β to remind us how to compute that coordinate.
To compute the image of [(−1, 0) − ∞], we can essentially ignore the ∞
and compute the image of −1 − β for β = 1,−i, i for the second through
fourth coordinates. Then we take the square of their product for the first
coordinate (see [KS, Lemma 5.5]).

x+ 1 x− 1 x+ i x− i
[(1, 0)−∞] 7→ (1 + i)2 (1 + i)2 1 + i 1 + i

[(−1, 0)−∞] 7→ (1 + i)2 (1 + i)2 1 + i 1 + i

[(i, 0)−∞] 7→ 1 + i 1 + i (1 + i)2 (1 + i)2
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We see that the image has dimension 1 over F3. Since φ2 = −3ζ3, the group
J(M)[φ]/φ(J(M)[3]) injects into J(M)/φJ(M), which in turn injects into
L∗/L∗3. Thus dim J(M)[3] = 5.

The divisor classes [4(
√−3, 2) − 4∞] and [4(

√
3, 2) − 4∞] also have

order 3. In the following table we show the images of [(
√−3, 2) − ∞],

[(
√

3, 2) − ∞] and [(1, 0) − ∞] in L∗/L∗3 by the map x − T . To compute
the image of [(x, y) − ∞] where y 6= 0 we can simply ignore the ∞ (see
[KS, Lemma 5.5]).

x+ 1 x− 1 x+ i x− i
[(1, 0)−∞] 7→ (1 + i)2 (1 + i)2 1 + i 1 + i

[(
√−3, 2)−∞] 7→ ζ2

3 (1 + i)2 ζ3(1 + i)2 ζ2
3 (1 + i)(i− ζ3)2 ζ3(1 + i)(i− ζ3)

[(
√

3, 2)−∞] 7→ ζ3(1 + i)(i− ζ3) ζ2
3 (1 + i)(i− ζ3)2 ζ2

3 (1 + i)2 ζ3(1 + i)2

These three images are independent. This tells us that [(1, 0)−∞], [(−1, 0)
−∞], [(i, 0) −∞], [4(

√−3, 2) − 4∞], and [4(
√

3, 2) − 4∞] form a basis for
J(M)[3].

Let E1 be the Jacobian of the curve u3 + 1 = v2. A basis for E1[3] in
(v, u)-coordinates is [(1, 0) − ∞] and [(

√−3, 3
√−4) − ∞]. The map

from y3 + 1 = x4 to u3 + 1 = v2, induced by (v, u) = (x2, y), sends the
first five listed independent elements of J [3] to [(±1, 0) − ∞] on E1. The
image of [( 4

√−3, 3
√−4) + (− 4

√−3, 3
√−4) − 2∞] in E1[3] is [2(

√−3,
3
√−4)− 2∞] and so it must be independent of the other five basis elements
of J [3].

Let J(Q(ζ12))tors denote the torsion subgroup of J(Q(ζ12)).

Lemma 4.3. The group J(Q(ζ12))tors is isomorphic to (Z/4Z)2⊕(Z/3Z)5

and is generated by the seven divisor classes listed in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.

P r o o f. From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, J(M)tors has at least 42 ·35 elements.
Since M = Q(ζ12), any prime congruent to 1 modulo 12 splits completely
in M . Over F13, the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius for J is
T 6 + 6T 5 + 39T 4 + 124T 3 + 507T 2 + 1014T + 2197 and over F37 it is T 6 +
6T 5 + 75T 4 + 484T 3 + 2775T 2 + 8214T + 50653. By evaluating at 1 we
find that #J(F13) = 42 · 35. Since the non-13 part of J(M)tors injects into
J(F13), we see that the possible non-13 part of J(M)tors has already been
realized. We also have #J(F37) = 44 · 35, so J(M) has no 13-torsion and
J(M)tors

∼= (Z/4Z)2 ⊕ (Z/3Z)5.

Let φ be the endomorphism defined in the discussion before Lemma 4.2.
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Lemma 4.4. The φ-Selmer group of J over Q(ζ12), denoted by Sφ(Q(ζ12),
J), is isomorphic to (Z/3Z)3, as is J(Q(ζ12))/φJ(Q(ζ12)). Both groups are
generated by the image of J(Q(ζ12))[3].

P r o o f. We compute the group Sφ(M,J) using the φ-descent described
in [KS, Section 5]. The group Sφ(M,J) is a subgroup of H1(M,J [φ]) which
contains the image of J(M)/φJ(M) under the coboundary map. It is iso-
morphic to the subgroup of H1(M,J [φ];S) that maps to the image of
(x − T )(J(Mr)/φJ(Mr)) in L∗r/L

∗3
r for the primes r ∈ S where Lr =

Mr[T ]/(T 4 − 1) (see [KS, Prop. 5.7]).

J(M)/φJ(M)
x−T
↪→ L∗/L∗3

↓ ↓∏

r∈S
J(Mr)/φJ(Mr)

x−T
↪→

∏

r∈S
L∗r/L

∗3
r

Let us show that the images of [(1, 0)−∞], [(
√−3, 2)−∞], and [(

√
3, 2)

−∞] generate Sφ(M,J). Recall, from the proof of Lemma 4.2, the images
of those three divisor classes in L∗/L∗3 ∼= (M∗/M∗3)4.

x+ 1 x− 1 x+ i x− i
[(1, 0)−∞] 7→ (1 + i)2 (1 + i)2 1 + i 1 + i

[(
√−3, 2)−∞] 7→ ζ2

3 (1 + i)2 ζ3(1 + i)2 ζ2
3 (1 + i)(i− ζ3)2 ζ3(1 + i)(i− ζ3)

[(
√

3, 2)−∞] 7→ ζ3(1 + i)(i− ζ3) ζ2
3 (1 + i)(i− ζ3)2 ζ2

3 (1 + i)2 ζ3(1 + i)2

From [Ma], if r is a finite prime of M then J(Mr) has a subgroup of finite
index isomorphic to three copies of the additive group of the integers of Mr.
Since the residue characteristic of Mp is 2, which is prime to 3, one can use
the snake lemma to show that dim J(Mp)/φJ(Mp) = 3. The group M∗p/M

∗3
p

is 〈ζ3, 1 + i〉. The number
√−3 is trivial in M∗p/M

∗3
p and i− ζ3 ≡ 1 + ζ3 ≡

ζ2
3 (mod M∗3p ).

In the following table are generators of J(Mp)/φJ(Mp) and their images
in L∗p/L

∗3
p
∼= (M∗p/M

∗3
p )4.

x+ 1 x− 1 x+ i x− i
[(1, 0)−∞] 7→ (1 + i)2 (1 + i)2 1 + i 1 + i

[(
√−3, 2)−∞] 7→ ζ2

3 (1 + i)2 ζ3(1 + i)2 1 + i 1 + i

[(
√

3, 2)−∞] 7→ 1 + i 1 + i ζ2
3 (1 + i)2 ζ3(1 + i)2

Again from [Ma], and using the snake lemma, we can show that
dim J(Mq)/φJ(Mq) is 9 (or see [KS, Prop. 5.8]). The group M∗q /M

∗3
q is

〈√−3, 1 +
√−3, 1 + i

√−3, 1 +
√−3

2
, 1 + i

√−3
2
, 1 +

√−3
3〉. Let us rename
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those numbers 〈A,B,E, Γ, Φ,∆〉 (to be consistent with the notation in [KS]).
The cubes are generated by 1± i√−3

3
, and everything that is 1 modulo 9.

The image of ζ3 in M∗q /M
∗3
q is B2Γ and the image of 1 + i is Γ 2. The image

of 2 +
√

3 is Γ 2E2 and (i − ζ3)2 = −ζ3(2 +
√

3), so the image of i − ζ3
is BE.

In the following table are generators of J(Mq)/φJ(Mq) and their images
in L∗q/L

∗3
q
∼= (M∗q /M

∗3
q )4.

x+ 1 x− 1 x+ i x− i
[(1, 0)−∞] 7→ Γ Γ Γ 2 Γ 2

[(
√

3, 2)−∞] 7→ E E2Γ B B2Γ 2

[(
√−3, 2)−∞] 7→ B B2Γ 2 E2Γ E

[(3, y1)−∞] 7→ Γ 2 Γ Φ Φ2

[(3i, y2)−∞] 7→ Φ2 Φ Γ 2 Γ

[(
√−3

3
, y3)−∞] 7→ ∆ ∆2 1 1

[(
√

3
3
, y4)−∞] 7→ 1 1 ∆ ∆2

[(4 + 4i, y5)−∞] 7→ Γ Γ 2Φ Γ Γ 2Φ2

[(3 +
√−3, y6)−∞] 7→ BΓ 2∆ B2∆ Γ∆2E2Φ ∆2EΦ2

From the image of J(Mq)/φJ(Mq), we see that no
√−3 appears in an ele-

ment of Sφ(M,J). So in Sφ(M,J), the fourth coordinate is in 〈i− ζ3, ζ3, 1+
i〉. All such possibilities occur, so it suffices to show that any element of
Sφ(M,J), with a 1 as the fourth coordinate, is trivial. The subgroup of the
image of J(Mp)/φJ(Mp), of elements with a 1 as the fourth coordinate, is
〈(ζ2

3 , ζ3, 1, 1)〉. So in Sφ(M,J), any element with a 1 as the fourth coordinate
does not contain 1 + i.

The subgroup of the image of J(Mq)/φJ(Mq), of elements with a 1
as the fourth coordinate, is 〈(∆,∆2, 1, 1), (∆,∆,∆, 1), (Φ2Γ, ΦΓ, Γ, 1),
(Γ,Φ, Γ 2Φ2, 1)〉. We see that in the Selmer group, any element with a 1
as the fourth coordinate can not contain i − ζ3 or ζ3 and so is trivial. So
dimSφ(M,J) and dim J(M)/φJ(M) are both 3 and each group is generated
by the image of 3-torsion.

Theorem 4.5. J(Q(ζ12)) ∼= (Z/4Z)2 ⊕ (Z/3Z)5.

P r o o f. From Lemma 4.3, J(M)tors
∼= (Z/4Z)2 ⊕ (Z/3Z)5. So it suffices

to show that the Mordell–Weil rank of J over M is 0. Since J(M) is a finitely
generated abelian group, we can do this by showing that J(M)/3J(M) is the
image of J(M)[3]. From Lemma 4.4, dim J(M)/φJ(M) is 3 and the group
is generated by the image of J(M)[3]. It follows from the snake lemma that
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the following sequence is exact:

0→ J(M)[φ]/φ(J(M)[3])→ J(M)/φJ(M)
φ→ J(M)/3J(M)→ J(M)/φJ(M)→ 0.

From this exact sequence, we see that J(M)/3J(M) is also generated by
the image of 3-torsion and so J(M) has trivial Mordell–Weil rank.

Corollary 4.6. C(Q(ζ12)) = W = T .

P r o o f. This follows immediately from the fact that the 20 Weierstrass
points are a torsion packet (Proposition 3.1) and J(Q(ζ12)) is all torsion
(Theorem 4.5).

Corollary 4.7. J(Q) ∼= Z/4Z⊕ (Z/3Z)2.

P r o o f. Since we have an explicit set of generators of J(M) we can
compute the Gal(M/Q)-invariants. We find that J(Q) ∼= (Z/4Z)⊕ (Z/3Z)2

and is generated by [(0,−1)−∞], [(−1, 0)−∞] and [(1, 0)−∞].

Corollary 4.8. The 36 elements of J(Q) are represented in Pic3(C)
by effective divisors supported on the following 22 points: ∞, (±√3, 2), and
points of the form (β, 0), (0,−α), (±√−3, 2α), (γ, 1

2 (γ + 1)2), or (δ, 1
2 (δ −

1)2), where γ is a solution of x3 + 5x2 − x + 3 = 0 and δ is a solution of
x3 − 5x2 − x− 3 = 0.

P r o o f. Let us denote the following points on C:

Q1 = (0,−1), Q8 = (−
√

3, 2), Q15 = (−√−3, 2ζ3),

Q2 = (−1, 0), Q9 = (
√

3, 2), Q16 =
(
γ1,

1
2 (γ1 + 1)2

)
,

Q3 = (1, 0), Q10 = (−√−3, 2), Q17 =
(
γ2,

1
2 (γ2 + 1)2

)
,

Q4 = (−i, 0), Q11 = (
√−3, 2), Q18 =

(
γ3,

1
2 (γ3 + 1)2

)
,

Q5 = (i, 0), Q12 = (
√−3, 2ζ3), Q19 =

(
δ1,

1
2 (δ1 − 1)2

)
,

Q6 = (0,−ζ2
3 ), Q13 = (−√−3, 2ζ2

3 ), Q20 =
(
δ2,

1
2 (δ2 − 1)2

)
,

Q7 = (0,−ζ3), Q14 = (
√−3, 2ζ2

3 ), Q21 =
(
δ3,

1
2 (δ3 − 1)2

)
,

where ζ3 = (−1 +
√−3)/2 and

√
3 =

√−3 i and the γi are the roots of
x3 + 5x2−x+ 3 and the δi are the roots of x3−5x2−x−3. We now display
the group Pic3(C)(Q). In the following table we give the divisor class of
degree three corresponding to each element j[Q1 + 2∞] + k[Q2 + 2∞] +
l[Q3 + 2∞].
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(j, k, l) Divisor class Order (j, k, l) Divisor class Order

(0, 0, 0) [3∞] 1 (0, 2, 2) [Q4 +Q5 +∞] 3
(1, 0, 0) [Q1 + 2∞] 4 (2, 0, 2) [Q8 +Q9 +Q2] 6
(0, 1, 0) [Q2 + 2∞] 3 (2, 2, 0) [Q8 +Q9 +Q3] 6
(0, 0, 1) [Q3 + 2∞] 3 (2, 2, 2) [Q8 +Q9 +∞] 6
(2, 0, 0) [2Q1 +∞] 2 (2, 1, 1) [Q10 +Q11 +∞] 6
(0, 2, 0) [2Q2 +∞] 3 (2, 2, 1) [Q10 +Q11 +Q2] 6
(0, 0, 2) [2Q3 +∞] 3 (2, 1, 2) [Q10 +Q11 +Q3] 6
(1, 1, 0) [Q1 +Q2 +∞] 12 (1, 2, 2) [Q1 +Q4 +Q5] 12
(1, 0, 1) [Q1 +Q3 +∞] 12 (1, 2, 1) [Q16 +Q17 +Q18] 12
(0, 1, 1) [Q2 +Q3 +∞] 3 (1, 1, 2) [Q19 +Q20 +Q21] 12
(1, 1, 1) [Q1 +Q2 +Q3] 12 (3, 1, 0) [Q2 +Q6 +Q7] 12
(1, 2, 0) [Q1 + 2Q2] 12 (3, 0, 1) [Q3 +Q6 +Q7] 12
(1, 0, 2) [Q1 + 2Q3] 12 (3, 2, 0) [Q14 +Q15 +∞] 12
(0, 1, 2) [Q2 + 2Q3] 3 (3, 0, 2) [Q12 +Q13 +∞] 12
(2, 1, 0) [2Q1 +Q2] 6 (3, 1, 1) [Q1 +Q10 +Q11] 12
(2, 0, 1) [2Q1 +Q3] 6 (3, 2, 1) [Q3 +Q14 +Q15] 12
(0, 2, 1) [2Q2 +Q3] 3 (3, 1, 2) [Q2 +Q12 +Q13] 12
(3, 0, 0) [3Q1] 4 (3, 2, 2) [Q1 +Q8 +Q9] 12

To obtain the above divisor classes one needs to produce certain conics that
pass through specific points on our curve. We give a list of such conics and
their intersection divisors.

Conic Intersection divisor

y = x2 − 1 2Q1 +Q2 +Q3 +Q8 +Q9 + 2∞
y = −x2 − 1 2Q1 +Q4 +Q5 +Q10 +Q11 + 2∞
x2 + y2 = 1 2Q1 + 2Q2 + 2Q3 +Q10 +Q11

2y = (x+ 1)2 Q2 +Q12 +Q13 +Q16 +Q17 +Q18 + 2∞
2y = (x− 1)2 Q3 +Q14 +Q15 +Q19 +Q20 +Q21 + 2∞
y2 − 3x2 = 1 2Q1 +Q16 +Q17 +Q18 +Q19 +Q20 +Q21

Corollary 4.9. The only points on C with coordinates in a quadratic
extension of Q are the ones listed in the previous corollary ; each is a Weier-
strass point. The only points on C with coordinates in a cubic extension of
Q are the ones listed in the previous corollary and those gotten by finding the
three other points of intersection of the curve with a Q-rational line through
any one of the four points of C(Q).

P r o o f. From Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 2.2, the only divisor classes
in Pic3(C)(Q) with dimension 1 are [3∞], [2Q2 +∞], [2Q3 +∞], and [3Q1].
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Each of these four divisor classes are given by the pencil of lines through one
of the four points of C(Q). For example, we have the following equivalences
of divisors:

3∞ ∼ Q1 +Q6 +Q7,

2Q2 +∞ ∼ Q3 +Q4 +Q5,

2Q3 +∞ ∼ Q2 +Q4 +Q5,

3Q1 ∼ Q6 +Q7 +∞.
From Proposition 2.2, the other 32 divisor classes in Pic3(C)(Q) are uniquely
represented.

5. An isogeny from J to the product of three elliptic curves.
The results in this section are largely independent of the rest of this paper
and since all of the results are highly computational, we will simply give
ideas of their proofs.

There is a map of degree 2 from y3 + 1 = x4 to the curve u3 + 1 = v2,
whose Jacobian is an elliptic curve with j-invariant 0, given by (u, v) =
(y, x2). We denote this elliptic curve by E1. The curve u3 + 1 = v2 is iso-
morphic to the quotient of y3 + 1 = x4 by the automorphism given in
Proposition 2.1 by the left-hand matrix with α = 1 and β = −1. There are
maps of degree 2 from y3 + 1 = x4 to the curves

v2 = u4 +
3± 2

√
3

9
by

(u, v) =
(

1
x

[(−3∓√3
6

)
y±
√

3
3

]
,

1
x2

[(
2±√3

6

)
y2− 1

3
y+

(
1±√3

3

)])
.

The Jacobians of both curves are elliptic curves with j-invariant 1728 and
they are isomorphic over Q(ζ12). We denote these elliptic curves by E2

and E3. The curve v2 = u4 + (3 + 2
√

3)/9 is isomorphic to the quotient
of the curve y3 + 1 = x4 by the automorphism given in Proposition 2.1
by the right-hand matrix with α1 = α2 = 1 and β = −1 and the curve
v2 = u4 + (3 − 2

√
3)/9 is isomorphic to the quotient by the automorphism

given by the right-hand matrix with α1 = α2 = β = 1. The maps from C to
each of the genus 1 curves induce maps from J to the three elliptic curves.
This induces a map

ψ : J →
3∏

i=1

Ei.

For each of the three involutions listed above, we can find a generator for
the subspace of the holomorphic differentials on C fixed by that involution.
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These differentials are xdx/y2, (y + 1 +
√

3)dx/y2 and (y + 1 −√3)dx/y2,
respectively. The image of each is a holomorphic differential on the quo-
tient genus 1 curve. Let dψ be the induced map on tangent spaces at the
origin. Showing that ψ is an isogeny is equivalent to showing that dψ is
an isomorphism. This, in turn, is equivalent to showing that the map on
cotangent spaces is an isomorphism. The differentials dx/y2, xdx/y2 and
dx/y form a well-known basis for the space of holomorphic differentials on
C. So it is clear that the three previous differentials are linearly indepen-
dent and this provides the isomorphism and proves the following proposi-
tion.

Proposition 5.1. The map ψ is an isogeny from J to the product of
three CM elliptic curves. This isogeny is defined over Q(

√
3).

R e m a r k. The characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius for J over F5

factors into irreducible quadratic and quartic factors. So over Q, there is no
isogeny from J to the product of three elliptic curves.

We now describe the kernel of ψ. Since each of the maps from C to a
genus 1 curve has degree 2, the kernel of ψ is contained in J [2]. The group
J [2] has dimension 6 as an F2 vector space. In [KS, Prop. 4.2] the authors
show that every element of J [2] is of the form [Pi+Qi+Pj +Qj−4∞] such
that Li.C = 2Pi + 2Qi and Lj .C = 2Pj + 2Qj for some lines Li and Lj and
points Pi, Qi, Pj , and Qj . Such lines are called bitangents of C. If Pi = Qi
then Pi is a hyperflex. From [H, p. 305], any smooth plane quartic curve
has exactly 28 bitangents. For a nice discussion of the configuration of the
bitangents and relations to symplectic geometry over F2, see [V, Chap. 1,
Sect. 2–3]. We can find the bitangents other than Z = 0 by simultaneously
solving y3 = x4 − 1 and y = mx + b and forcing the resulting quartic in
x to be the square of a quadratic. By doing so one finds the bitangents of
the form y = −α, which give us hyperflexes on the curve, and y = mx + b
where b3 = −(10±6

√
3) and m4 = −9b4/(1+ b3), which do not. To be more

explicit we have b = −(1±√3)α and m = βb
4
√
−3± 2

√
3, where the two ±

must agree.
The 2-torsion subgroup of J is spanned by the divisor classes [Pi +Qi−

2∞]. Some subset of them forms a basis for J [2]. By reducing modulo 61, we
found that all of the points of intersection of the bitangents with the curve
are rational over F61; so we worked there to find a basis. There are many
conics whose intersection divisors with C are the eight points of intersection
of C with four bitangents. Using these conics, we found relations among
the divisor classes [Pi + Qi − 2∞] and thus reduced the spanning set to a
basis. By lifting we get the basis presented below. The choices of roots in
the following two propositions are inconsequential.
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Proposition 5.2. Fix r to be some fourth root of −3 + 2
√

3. Let b1 =
−(1 +

√
3), b2 = −ζ3(1 +

√
3) and i2 = −1. Let L1, . . . , L6 be the six lines

given by y = −1, y = −ζ3, y = b1rx + b1, y = ib1rx + b1, y = b2rx + b2,
and y = ib2rx+ b2 respectively. Then the six divisor classes [Pj +Qj − 2∞]
form a basis for J [2].

To compute the kernel of ψ, we found it easier to work with Weierstrass
models of the three elliptic curves. There is an isomorphism from the curve
v2 = u4 + k to η2 = ξ3 − 4kξ given by

(ξ, η) = (2(v + u2), 4u(v + u2)).

By finding the image under ψ of each element of the basis given in Propo-
sition 5.2, in the 2-torsion of the product of the three elliptic curves, we
determined the kernel of the isogeny.

Proposition 5.3. The kernel of the isogeny ψ is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)3

and is generated by [P1 +Q1 − 2∞], [P2 +Q2 − 2∞], and [P3 +Q3 + P4 +
Q4 − 4∞], in the notation of Proposition 5.2.

6. The fourth Fermat curve. Let F4 be given by the equation
X4 + Y 4 = Z4 and let J(F4) be its Jacobian. In [F], Faddeev shows that
J(F4)(Q(ζ8)) is finite. We use this result to show that the Weierstrass points
form a torsion packet (as defined in Section 3). We define W (F4) to be the
set of Weierstrass points on F4 which we refer to as flexes, for simplic-
ity. The curve F4 has 12 hyperflexes. They are of the form (0 : β : 1),
(β : 0 : 1) or (1 : γ : 0) where γ4 = −1 and β4 = 1. Let f : F4 → J(F4)
be the Abel–Jacobi map from F4 to its Jacobian using (0 : 1 : 1) as a
basepoint. Lastly, let T (F4) be the points on F4 whose images under f are
torsion.

Proposition 6.1. F4(Q(ζ8)) = W (F4) = T (F4).

P r o o f. Since J(F4) has potential CM (see [F]), we can use Coleman’s
theorem, stated in Section 3. At the prime 5, J(F4) has ordinary good
reduction. So the number of points on F4 whose images are torsion is at
most 15. Since J(F4)(Q(ζ8)) is finite, the image of each of the 12 flexes
under the map f is torsion. The automorphism group of F4 permutes the
flexes. If there were another point on F4 whose image under f were torsion,
then there would be four other points coming from the four images of that
point under the automorphisms generated by (X : Y : Z) 7→ (iX : Y : Z).
But 12 + 4 > 15 so there are no more.

The fact that F4(Q(ζ8)) = T (F4) follows immediately from the fact that
J(F4)(Q(ζ8)) is finite.
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